INDIA News

Organise the most aesthetic
wedding celebration only
at EsselWorld
A romantic pre-wed shoot,a peppy mehendi
& sangeet ceremony and an extravagant
wedding at countless locations across
the biggest Park of the country

Y

our favourite
entertainment
destination, EsselWorld
can now become your
one stop venue for your
wedding celebrations. Plan
your bachelorette, pre-wed
shoot, cocktail party, mehendi,
sangeet and your wedding
ceremony across the 100
acres of land that comprises
of EsselWorld and Water
Kingdom. Right from hosting
a colourful set- up to a classy
aesthetic mandap, your dream
wedding can now be a reality
in customizable packages.
Situated on the coastal Gorai
Village amidst the lush green
surroundings, visualize your
wedding in a breathtakingly
beautiful gazebo decked with
mesmerizing decor adorning

lilies and carnations at various
locations at EsselWorld
and Water Kingdom.
On initiating the new project,
Mr. Paresh Mishra, VP, Sales
& Marketing, EsselWorld
Leisure Pvt. Ltd. said,
“EsselWorld & Water Kingdom
are spread across 100 acres
of land, and we are making
various locations of our Park
available for weddings and
pre- wedding photo shoots
without any hassles and
interruptions. With the given
space and area, one can create
spectaculars sets and mandaps
and host some of the best
and memorable weddings.”
Since EsselWorld is located
across the creek, it is a known

fact that the Park also has its
own ferries that run between
Borivali (Gorai) and Malad
(Marve). You can use these
ferries for your guests or for
a dramatic entry of the Bride
and the Bridegroom. Set up
your beautiful pandaals and
mandaps amidst the greenery
and fresh air while our rides
of EsselWorld will surely add
the vibrant colours to the
background. Water Kingdom,
which has a premium Italian
aesthetic architecture could be
your cocktail party destination
or set up a beautiful walk
down aisle over the wave
pool of Water Kingdom with
a shamiyana. Dance away
to the Bollywood tunes as
we have the perfect stage
setup for your Sangeet and
Mehendi Party. Your courtship
period is the most beautiful
phase of your relationship.
Capture some of the most
romantically breathtaking
shots for your pre- wedding
shoot at one of the greenest
Park of the country.
Go head to EsselWorld
with your wedding
planner and make your
D-Day a special one!
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